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ABSTRACT: Families of disjoint sets colouring technique is a trial to generalize all type of colouring, edges, vertices, 

faces and any things can be contrast by colours. This is our ninth paper about families of disjoint sets colouring 

technique, previous papers deal with set as a member families of disjoint sets (colour classes). In this paper we 

introduce the concept of common set to establish some results for families of disjoint sets colouring technique. The 

concept of common set is essential concept for families of disjoint setstechnique, and we have to modify some 

definitions due to common set concept. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Colouring of families of disjoint sets techniquegenerally depend on the number  in case of sets is degree of 

intersection, for colouring edges of the graph is the largest degree of vertex (maximum number of edges such that any 

two are adjacent). Forcolouring vertices of the graph, is the clique number (maximum number of vertices such that 

any two are adjacent) [8].  

In paper [1] we introduced the concept of families of disjoint setscolouring technique as a topic of set theory. We also 

introduce definitions of degree of intersection, meeting and standard of meeting, minimum number of families of 
disjoint sets and maximum number of families of disjoint sets. In paper [2] we introduce some concepts in graph theory 

to introduce new method for colouring edges and vertices of graph. This method has two types first related to vertices 

of the graph and second related to cycles. This method depend on the theory in our paper "Family of disjoint sets and 

Its Applications", with suitable changes. In paper [3] we prove minimum number of families of disjoint sets with 

known degree of intersection (minimum number of colours) and we introduce another proof for maximum number of 

families of disjoint sets (maximum number of colours).  Also in that paper we introduce the concept types of families 

of disjoint sets (types of colouring) and prove some results related to this concept. In paper[4] we assume both sets and 

graphs are finite. Results in that paper use families of disjoint setscolouring technique for finite sets and finite graphs. 

Using results in that paper we can compare between families of disjoint setscolouring technique and colouring of 

graphs in graph theory.  

 

In paper [5] we prove some results in graph theory using colouring of families of disjoint sets technique. We introduced 

the concept ofset labeled by families of disjoint sets and the degree of this set, as generalization to thedegree of 

intersection and proved some results related to this concept. In paper [6]we prove some results of edge’scolouring 

(trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring).Weprove some results of edge’scolouring for many graphs connected by 

bridges. In many examples we determine minimum colours to colour edges of the graphs only by calculation when we 

know number of the edges , number of the vertices and largest degree of vertex, whatever the graph is huge. We used 

the concept of trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring to prove resultsof edge’scolouring for trees, bipartitegraphs and 

complete graphs.  

 

In paper [7] we modify the definitions of local maximum families of disjoint sets and local minimum families of 

disjoint sets, which we introduced in paper [1], and prove somepropositions related to these two concepts.  
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In paper we[8] used families of disjoint setscolouringtechnique, to colour vertices of the graph depend on the clique 

number, and we introduce some results of vertex’scolouring (trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring) depend on 

clique number. We introduce the concept maximum and minimumnumber of edges in the graph to colour vertices by

colours, and we used this concept to prove a result about number of all possible ways to colour vertices by  

colours, and a result about the range of edges in which we can colour vertices by  colours.  

In this paper (section three) we introduce the concepts ofproperintersection and common set at number ofintersections 

or between two intersections and we introduce some results related to this concept.     

In section four we used the concept of common set to introduce some results of families of disjoint setscolouring 

technique.  

 

In section five  we introduce a method to construct minimum number of families of disjoint sets, and introduce some 

results related to this method.   

In section six we introduce some results related to addition and removal of common sets and non common sets.  
In section seven we introduce the main results. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In this section we recall some definitions and results related to colouring in graph theory and families of disjoint 

setscolouring technique.  

Definition2.1. Let  be families of disjoint sets and is nonempty set, , then 

the intersection is called represent the families  , and we used the notation , 

or [1]. 

Remark2.2. As abbreviation instate ofthe notation , and we used the 

notation [1]. 

Remark2.3.In this paper we will labelled a vertex using its degree and edges. If is vertex of degree three we can used 

the notation  pointing to as common point and any two of edges are adjacent. The  notation

 pointing to colours where are integers. If of degree we write for 

pointing to edges or we can used notation forpointing to colours (or colour classes)

and we say represented (or labelled) by [2].  

Example2.4. Let  be families of disjoint sets and are nonempty different intersections each of 

degree ,  and . We  can used the notation

 At intersections the family of disjoint sets , , , and each appear twice at 

, and  each appear once. Also we can say at intersections the family of disjoint sets each 

appear twice, and each appear once. As application to following proposition, each of intersections the is of 

degree four we have [1].   

Definition 2.5. Let be families of disjoint sets, and are nonempty different intersections 

of  these families of disjoint sets , each intersection of degree  the family of disjoint sets is said to be meet the 

family of disjoint sets at these  intersections, if whatever we exchangefamilies of disjoint setsat these  intersections, 

there exists one intersection the twofamilies of disjoint sets  and appear at this intersection [1]. 

Proposition2.6. Let  be families of disjoint sets, are nonempty different intersections 

each of degree , and number of times the familyof disjoint sets appear at these intersections, then we have 

 [1]. 

Definition 2.7.  Let  be families of disjoint sets, are nonempty different intersections 

of these families of disjoint sets, each intersection of degree The family of disjoint sets is said meets family 
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of disjoint sets at these intersections, if whatever we exchange families of disjoint sets at these intersections, 

there exists at least one intersection the two families of disjoint sets and appear at this intersection[1].
 

Proposition2. 8. Let be families of disjoint sets and be  nonempty intersections, the 

family of disjoint sets  appear times at  intersections and the family of disjoint sets appear time at 

intersections, then we say the family of disjoint sets meet the family of disjoint sets at these  intersections if and 

only if [1]. 

Definition2. 9. Let be families of disjoint sets, each of degree and  be the 

minimum number of nonempty intersections, such that any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at these  

intersections, then these intersections called standard of meeting for these families of disjoint sets [1].  

 

III. COMMON SETS AND NONCOMMON SETS 
 

In this section we introduce the concept of common set at number ofintersections or between more than two 

intersections asessential concepts for families of disjoint setscolouringtechniqueand we introduce some results of 

families of disjoint setscolouring technique related to this concept.  

Definition3.1. Suppose we have the sets and we have the intersections of these sets 

with maximum degree of intersection equal an intersection of degree of intersection equal is called 

properintersection, if there is no any intersection of degree of intersection greater than , where such that

 An intersection of degree of intersection less than is called improperintersection, if there 

existsproperintersection such that The set is called common set between the two proper intersections

and if and such that  where  and  

Remark3.2. In papers [1] and [2] we used the notations see 

Remark2.2.,Remark2.3. andExample2.4. From this paper we modify these notations, we will write these notations as 

follows:  If edge incident with vertices and we use the notation 

 

Example3.3. Let  be sets and are nonempty intersections each of degree

,  and  .We use the notation

as abbreviation we use the notation The set is 

common set between the two intersections and the set is common set between the two intersections and

the set is common set between the two intersections and
 

.Definition3.4. Suppose we have the sets and the proper intersections  of these sets, 

with maximum degree of intersection equal where is called common set between intersections

at  where if for all we have where  

Example3.5. Suppose we have the sets and we have the intersections  of these sets, 

with maximum degree of intersection equal where the set is called common set between the three 

intersections of at if each of contained in the set  

Definition3.6. Suppose we have the sets and we have the intersections of these 

sets, with maximum degree of intersection equal where the set is called non common set atthe 

intersections  if for any two intersections and we have or  

where  

Proposition 3.7. Suppose we have the sets and are properintersections ofthese 

sets, with maximum degree of intersection equal if these sets partition into families of disjoint sets
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(i) twonon common sets (disjoint) at intersections, can have the same labels of 

families of disjoint sets. (ii) any common set  between the two intersections and the label represents theset in

is same labelrepresents theset in (iii) let be a common set between intersections, if appearance of  at

equal then for all we have  for all (iv) if we add non common sets, 

such thatmaximum degree of intersection remains then the number of families of disjoint sets unchanged. 

Proof: (i)suppose we have twodifferent sets, which are nonadjacent, they can belong to same colour class, therefore 

they can have the same label. (ii)suppose we have a commonset is common set between the two intersections and

suppose at labeled by and suppose at labeled by a contradiction since one set has two labels, one set can 

not belong to twocolour classes, thereforethe label represent theset in is same labelrepresent theset in (iii)from 

definition of common setbetween intersections, for all  let appear at intersections out of intersections

therefore  common between intersections then for all  we have

(iv) for eachintersections of degree  we can write as if  we add non common 

setssuch that to be of degree   and each of these  sets adjacent to each setlabeled by such that 

to be of degree  then we can write or ifthe 

intersections of degree labeled by we can write as

therefore the number of families of disjoint sets for or we 

havethe number unchanged. 
 

Example3.8. From intersection of four sets we can find many intersections such as

for colouring we take only  because it is properintersection. 

If beside the sets exists the set and intersect only the set for colouring we take 

and therefore if the sets can intersect each other with maximum degree of intersectionequal  

(properintersection) or degreeof intersection less than ( less than can beproperintersection orimproperintersection) 

forcolouring we take anyproperintersection , and we do not takeimproperintersection. 

Proposition 3.9. Suppose we have the sets and are properintersections ofthese 

sets, with maximum degree of intersection equal if all sets (common sets and non common sets) partition into

families of disjoint sets and belong to one family of disjoint sets  then 

where be number of times the set appear at these intersections,  and 

be number of times the family of disjoint sets appear at these  intersections. 

Proof: Suppose belong to one family of disjoint sets and labelled by then each of 

 labelled by and the label appear times at then 

whatever we exchange partition of the sets into families of disjoint sets, and for any sets

 belong to one family of disjoint sets, any two sets of  are nonadjacent, then the 

label not appear twice at any intersection, if appear once at any one of then 

if appear once at some of then

therefore we have  

 Remark 3.10. For intersection the label representone family of disjoint sets, where

each at theintersection either it iscommon setbelong to thisfamily of disjoint sets or non common set belong to 

thisfamily of disjoint sets. If it iscommon set, the label depend on two factor (1) the labels
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as each labelrepresent a set intersect the set (2) proper intersections, as common set between intersections , means 

this common set appear at intersections and with same label. If it isnon common set, the label depend on one factor 

(1) the labels as each labelrepresent a set intersect the set Therefore when wepartition sets 

into families of disjoint sets, to deal withnon common set is easy than common set. 

Example 3.11. Suppose all of are proper intersections of the sets such that each 

one of the sets is common set between two proper intersections, andeach one of the sets 

is non common set between two proper intersections. 

From these five intersection we can partition these ten 

sets intofive families of disjoint setsas follows: 

We use the label for for for for for and we write theseintersections as 

follows:  we use dash fornon 

common set,to differentiate betweencommon set andnon common set. UsingRemark 3.10. we first deal with common 

sets, since non common sets is easy, the common set doesn’t intersectthe common set so we consider

belong onefamily of disjoint sets, and we label this family of disjoint sets by the common set doesn’t intersectthe 

common set so we consider belong onefamily of disjoint sets, and we label this family of disjoint sets by

we label family of disjoint sets contained the set by   the non common set intersectthe common set 

so we label by continue in this mannerwe label by we label by we label by we label by so we 

writethese proper intersections as 

Therefore these ten sets partition into threefamilies of disjoint sets. The label points to a common set belongs to 

thefamily of disjoint setslabeledby and the label points to a non common set belongs to thefamily of disjoint 

setslabeledby  

Here we modify Definition 2.5 and Definition 2.9. using concept of proper intersection. 

Definition3.12. Let be setsand be proper intersections of these sets, 

be families of disjoint sets and is intersection, , where

then the intersection is calledintersection of degree  

Definition 3.13. Let be setsand be proper intersections of these sets, all sets 

(common sets and non common sets) partitioned into familiesof disjoint sets the family of 

disjoint sets is said to be meet the family of disjoint sets at these  intersections, if whatever we exchange any set 

by a set  where and intersects at least one member of the family of disjoint sets

 such that the number  not changed ( appearance of  at ) and  remains a familyof disjoint sets, 

then intersects at least one member of the family of disjoint sets 

Definition 3.14. Let be setsand be proper intersections of these sets, all sets 

(common sets and non common sets) partitioned into familiesof disjoint sets the family of 

disjoint sets is said to be not meet the family of disjoint sets at these  intersections, where  ,1 mji  if for 

any two sets
sr AA , such that , , jsir AA    where ,1 ksr  then

rA and
sA are disjoint, and if .wtt ji   

Definition 3.15. Let be sets, be all proper intersections of these sets,with 

maximum degree of intersection equal then these intersections calledstandard ofpartition all sets (common sets and 
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non common sets) into families of disjoint sets then if for any twofamilies of disjoint sets and

we have is and  

Definition3.16.Let be common sets, and be proper intersections of these

sets(standard of partition),  if we partition these sets into families of disjoint sets where  then  iscalled 

minimum numberfamilies of disjoint sets, ifwe try to partition all sets (common sets and non common sets) into

families of disjoint sets, there exists afamily of disjoint sets such that where and appearance of

 at
 

Definition3.17. Let be common sets, and be proper intersections (standard 

ofpartition) of these sets(standard of partition), and we partition all sets (common sets and non common sets) into

families of disjoint sets then  iscalled maximum  numberfamilies of disjoint sets, ifwe partition 

these sets into any families of disjoint sets, there exist twofamilies of disjoint sets such that 

where  and appearance of  at respectively. 

Example 3.18. are proper intersections of the sets where 

,5425 AAAX   and
987 ,, AAA are non common sets.

The set can not formstandard ofpartition to

and any subset  of can not formstandard topartition a subset of

 

Proposition 3.19.Let be setsand be proper intersections of these sets,  if 

all sets (common and non common)partition into  families of disjoint sets labelled by 

 and if be number of times the family of disjoint sets  appear at  intersections, if ,1 mi 

,1 kl  and
1k is number of non common sets then .)(
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Proof: We labelled sets by labels of families of disjoint sets, such that two adjacent sets have two different labels, and 

labelled any proper intersection ( )  by number of labels equal its degree of intersection and same labels of 

all sets their intersection equal  let
lA be  common set between

lc proper intersections, or 
lc  number of times the 

set
lA appear at  proper intersections,  since equal number of sets at proper intersection therefore 
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Definition3.20.A walk of proper intersections and common sets is an alternating sequence

is an alternating sequence ofproper intersections and common sets where

are common sets and are such that , where The walk of proper intersections and 

common sets,as abbreviation can also be denoted by A walk of proper intersections and common 

sets is called cycle ofproper intersections and common sets if A walkis called 

path if common sets are distinct and intersections are distinct.   
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Proposition 3.21. Suppose we have common sets and are 

properintersections ofthese sets, and each intersection is intersection of at least two common sets, then there is at 

least one cycle include all the sets or some of them. 

Proof: Suppose  isan alternating sequenceofproper intersections and common sets is path 

and not cycle, where and with origin and 

terminus Sinceeach intersection is intersection of at least two common sets definition of proper intersection, then

is not origin and is not terminus, since the sequence is finite, then  is cycle.   

Proposition 3.22. Suppose we have common sets and are 

properintersections ofthese sets,  with maximum degree of intersection equal suppose these sets  and 

intersections form a path  ofproper intersections and common sets  and not cycle, where

and if we partition all sets (common and non 

common) into minimum families of disjoint sets, then  

Proof: From definition of path  any two sets of  are disjoint, and same thing for

 when  is odd, or any twoof  are disjoint, and same thing for

 when  is even. Let the family of disjoint sets  be labeled by and let  be labeled by 

  Therefore maximum number of families of disjoint sets each consist ofnon common set only, equal ,2n therefore 

of remaining non common sets can belabeled by one element of the set }.,...,5,4,3{ n Therefore  

Proposition 3.23. Suppose we have common sets and are 

properintersections ofthese sets, with maximum degree of intersection equal suppose these sets  and 

intersections form two  paths and ofproper 

intersections and common sets  and not cycle, where and

if we partition all sets ( common and non common) into

minimum families of disjoint sets, then  

Proof: If there is no common set common between the two paths, usingProposition 3.22. we have     If there is 

common set common between the two paths, from definition of path  any two sets of 

and  where Let 

the family of disjoint sets  be labeled by be labeled by be labeled by  and be labeled by  Two of 

are can form one family of disjoint sets.  Let  us consider  and form one family of disjoint sets, 

thenthe family of disjoint sets 
4 be labeled by .1 Let the family of disjoint sets  be labeled by 

respectively. Therefore maximum number of families of disjoint sets each consist ofnon common set only, equal 

,3n therefore remaining non common sets can belabeled by one element of the set Therefore If 

there is common proper intersection between the four families of disjoint sets 
4321 ,,,  therefore maximum 

number of families of disjoint sets each consist ofnon common sets only, equal ,4n therefore remaining non 

common sets can belabeled by one element of the set }.,...,7,6,5{ n Therefore  Then the result holds.   

Proposition 3.24. Suppose we have common sets and are 

properintersections ofthese setswith maximum degree of intersection equal suppose these sets  and 

intersections form three  pathsif we partition all sets (common and non common) into minimum families of disjoint 

sets, then  

Proposition 3.25. Suppose we have common sets and are 

properintersections ofthese sets(standard of partition),  with maximum degree of intersection equal suppose these
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sets  and intersections form paths, if we partition all sets (common and non common) into minimum families 

of disjoint sets, then  

Remark3.26. Proof of Proposition 3.24.and Proposition 3.25. is the same as proof of Proposition 3.22. and proof of 

Proposition 3.23.  

Proposition 3.27. Let be setsand be intersections of these sets,  and each 

intersection of is proper intersection, if these sets partition into families of disjoint sets where

it is not necessary isstandard ofpartition. 

Proof: Example 3.18. is enough to prove this proposition. 

Definition .3.28. Let be common sets and are properintersections ofthese sets, 

then union of all sets (common sets and non common sets) is called connected , if there exists a path between any two 

proper intersections. 

Remark .3.29. Through this paper any definition or result about common sets and properintersections ofthese common 

sets, then union of all sets (common sets and non common sets) considered connected. 

 
IV. SOME RESULTS OF FAMILIES OF DISJOINT TECHNIQUE USING COMMON SETS  

 
In this section we used the concept of common set at number ofintersections or between more than two intersections to 

introduce some results of families of disjoint setscolouring technique.  

Remark4.1.When we partition all sets (common sets and non common sets) into families of disjoint sets, by words 

change and exchange we mean change a set from afamilies of disjoint sets to another and exchange two different sets 

between two different families of disjoint sets, such that any two joint sets belong to two differentfamilies of disjoint 

set, and two disjoint setsbelong to two differentfamilies of disjoint sets orbelong to one family of disjoint sets. 

 

Proposition 4.2. Let be common setsand be proper intersections of 

these sets, with maximum degree of intersection equal and each intersection of is proper 

intersection, eachintersection is common between number of sets equal its degree of intersection, if all sets (common 

sets and non common sets) partition into families of disjoint sets for any two families of 

disjoint sets and  (i) if  meets at these intersections, then and can’t form one family of disjoint sets. 

(ii) if dose not meet at these intersections, then can form a family of disjoint sets. 

Proof: (i) Let  meet at these intersections, suppose  can form one family of disjoint sets, from definition 

of  meet  there  exist two adjacent sets belong to the family of disjoint sets  a contradiction therefore

and can’t form one family of disjoint sets. (ii) Let  not meet at these intersections, from definition of 

not meet therefore any two adjacent sets  and where  and we can  exchange  by  (not 

adjacent), where   afterwe exchange  by   we consider and  Let 

and where and

From definition of  dose not meet any two sets of  

are disjoint, then we have Therefore can form one family of 

disjoint sets. 

Proposition 4.3. Let be common setsand be proper intersections of these

sets(standard of partition),  with maximum degree of intersection equal if these sets partition into families of 

disjoint sets for any two families of disjoint sets meet  at these  intersections, if be 
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number of times the families of disjoint sets appear at these intersections respectively, wherethese

intersections isstandard ofpartition all sets (common sets and non common sets) into families of disjoint sets then we 

have for odd or even.  for  odd. for  even. (iv) 

For thefamily of disjoint sets  if there is  such that for  odd or for  even, it will be only one 

family of disjoint sets. 

Proof: (i) Since meet  at these  intersections, whatever we exchange any two adjacent sets from and so as to 

be nonadjacent, there exist at least one pair adjacent, if there exist one pair adjacent therefore if there 

exist two pairs adjacent therefore if there exist three pairs adjacent therefore continue 

in this process we have for  odd or even. 

(ii)Suppose  for  odd, then  for  odd, therefore for  odd, this 

contradict (i)therefore  for  odd, from Proposition 4.1. we have  for odd or even, therefore 

 for  odd. 

(iii) Suppose  for  even, then  for  even, therefore for  even, this 

contradict (i)therefore  for  odd, from Proposition 4.1. we have  for odd or even, therefore 

for  even. 

(iv)Suppose we have only one such that for  odd or for  even, therefore for all other families 

of disjoint sets there is such that for  odd or for  even, we have

for  odd, and for  even, therefore we have for  

odd or even.  Suppose we have and  such that for  odd or for  even, therefore

for  odd and for  even, this contradict therefore (iv) holds 

Proposition 4.4. Let be common setsand be intersections of these sets, 

and each intersection of is proper intersection(standard of partition),  eachintersection is common 

between number of sets equal its degree of intersection, if all sets (common sets and non common sets) partition into

families of disjoint sets if for all we have  for odd, or  for

even, where and appearance of the set  at then these sets partition into families of disjoint 

sets. 
 

Proof: Suppose the sets partition into families of disjoint sets 
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and suppose then there exists a colour class  at least consists of two sets, therefore

 for odd,  for even, which is a contradiction to Proposition 3.9. therefore since can’t 

be less than  therefore

 Proposition 4.5. Let be common sets, and be proper intersections of these

sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection equal if we partition all sets (common sets and non 

common sets)  into families of disjoint sets, (i)maximum value of equal  (ii) if  where 

and is odd, or if  where and is even , then  ismaximum  

numberfamilies of disjoint sets.   

Proof: (i) Suppose  ismaximum  numberfamilies of disjoint sets, let  and is odd, suppose minimum value of

 since  then we have is a 

contradiction, therefore  and suppose  then we have

thereforemaximum value of equal  For even odd, then we have is a 

contradiction, therefore then we have thereforemaximum value of equal 

 

(ii) First suppose wepartitionthese setsinto number offamilies of disjoint sets equal  and let is odd, such that 

there are families of disjoint sets eachfamily appears times, and there are families of disjoint sets eachfamily 

appears times, andthere is one family of disjoint setsappears times, where such that  

therefore  and there exist twofamilies of disjoint sets such 

that where  and appearance of  at respectively, hence  ismaximum  

numberfamilies of disjoint sets.  

Second suppose wepartitionthese setsinto number offamilies of disjoint sets equal  and let is even, such that 

there are families of disjoint sets eachfamily appears times, and there are families of disjoint sets eachfamily 

appears times, andthere is one family of disjoint setsappears times, where such that  

therefore  and there exist twofamilies of disjoint sets such 

that where  and appearance of  at respectively, hence  ismaximum  

numberfamilies of disjoint sets. Therefore the result holds. 

 
V. CONSTRUCTION MINIMUM NUMBER OF FAMILIES OF DISJOINT SETSMETHOD  

 

In this section we introduce a method to construct minimum number of families of disjoint sets. Here we give some 

examples to explain this method, and introduce some results related to this method.   
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Definition 5.1. Let be common sets, be all proper intersections of these 

sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection equal ifall sets (common sets and non common sets) 

partitioned into familiesof disjoint sets,  using the following method: In firs step we try 

partitionmaximum number of families of disjoint sets, such that eachfamily of disjoint has  appearance equal  (we 

partition till there is no family of disjoint sets  its  appearance equal ),  supposemaximum number of families of 

disjoint sets each has appearance  is In second step we try partitionmaximum number of families of disjoint sets, 

such that eachfamily of disjoint has  appearance equal  supposemaximum number of families of disjoint sets 

each has  appearance  is In third step we try partitionmaximum number of families of disjoint sets, such that 

eachfamily of disjoint has  appearance equal  supposemaximum number of families of disjoint sets each has  

appearance  is Continue in this process, till in last stepsupposemaximum number of families of disjoint sets 

each has  appearance  is where  

 and   )()(...)2()1()(
1

210

0





w

j

js

s

i

i Xdqswqwqwwqqiw this 

method is calledconstruction of minimum number of families of disjoint sets.   

Remark 5.2. From Definition 5.1. we haveall  

Remark 5.3. Generally when we partition common sets into families of disjoint sets, we have 

four cases: (1) These families of disjoint sets, are maximum number of families of disjoint sets. (2) These families 

of disjoint sets, are minimumnumber of families of disjoint sets. (3) These families of disjoint sets, are neither satisfy 

maximum number of families of disjoint sets, norsatisfy minimum number of families of disjoint sets.(4) These

families of disjoint sets, satisfying both maximum number of families of disjoint sets, and minimum number of families 

of disjoint sets. 

Proposition 5.4. Suppose we have common sets and be all proper intersections 

of these sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection equal  where and there is an 

intersection of degree two, all sets (common sets and non common sets) partitioned into families of disjoint sets, then 

the number offamilies of disjoint sets appear times at not more than two. 

Proof: Suppose thenumber offamilies of disjoint sets appear times at equal three or more than three, 

let be threefamilies of disjoint sets eachappear times at from definition offamily of 

disjoint sets, each one of appear at all of intersections then there is no intersection of 

degree less than three, a contradiction since there is one intersection out of degree two, it is alsoa contradiction for more 

thanthreefamilies of disjoint sets eachappear times at thereforethe number offamilies of disjoint sets 

appear times at not more than two. 

We generalized Proposition 5.4. as follows: 

Proposition 5.5. Suppose we have common sets and be all proper intersections 

of these sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection equal  andminimum degree of 

intersection equal where all sets (common sets and non common sets) partitioned into families of disjoint sets, 

then the number offamilies of disjoint sets appear times at not more than  

Proof  ofProposition 5.5.is the same as inProposition 5.4. 

 

Proposition 5.6. Let be common sets, and be all proper intersections of these 

sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection equal if we partition all sets (common sets and non 

common sets) into families of disjoint sets, using method introduced by Definition 5.1. then is minimum number 

offamilies of disjoint sets. 
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Proof: Step I:  Let then we have or then 

since is not true, therefore and is minimum number offamilies of disjoint sets. 

Step II:  Let then we have and  if 

and  if and supposewe partition these sets into families of disjoint sets, such that

 if and  if then either there is families of disjoint sets appear times 

at or there is families of disjoint sets appear times at  where is an integer 

which is a contradiction, or there is at least onefamily of disjoint sets such that therefore is 

minimum number offamilies of disjoint sets. 

Step III:  Let then we have

and  if and  if and supposewe partition these sets into families of 

disjoint sets, such that
 

and supposewe partition these sets into families of disjoint sets, such that  if 

and  if then either there is families of disjoint sets appear times at or 

there is families of disjoint sets appear times orthere is families of disjoint sets appear times at

 where is an integer which is a contradiction, or there is at least onefamily of disjoint sets

such that therefore is minimum number offamilies of disjoint sets. For the remaining stepswhere inlast step 

we have  in each step, the proof is same as instep 

III. Therefore the result holds. 

Proposition 5.7. Let be common sets, and be all proper intersections of these 

sets(standard of partition),  with maximum degree of intersection equal if we partition all sets (common sets and non 

common sets) into  families of disjoint sets,any family of disjoint setsappear not more than times at

and if  where then  

Proof: Letthese setspartitioned into number offamilies of disjoint sets equal  if we consider appearance for 

anyfamily of disjoint sets at intersections equal  and since  therefore

 and any two families of disjoint sets meet each otherat and if we consider maximum 

appearance for anyfamily of disjoint sets less than and equal  where  for be odd, and

 for be even, and since we have  

sincemaximum appearance forany family of disjoint sets equal  therefore if and

if  Therefore  

 

Proposition 5.8 Let be common sets, and be all proper intersections of these 

sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection equal if we partition all sets (common sets and non 

common sets) into families of disjoint sets,such that  isminimum numberfamilies of disjoint sets. Let be number 
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offamilies of disjoint sets appear times at where and be maximum number 

offamilies of disjoint sets appear times at if where 

then  

Proof: Letthese setspartitioned into number offamilies of disjoint sets equal using Proposition 3.19. we can write

  where number of times the set appear at  proper 

intersections, since then for minimum number offamilies of 

disjoint sets we have to take maximumappearance, suppose we have families each one appear times, and

families each one appear times, and onefamily appear times, since then 

Using method of Definition 5.1. is minimum number offamilies of disjoint sets. To prove is minimum 

number of familiesof disjoint sets, suppose we partition these sets into families of disjoint sets, suppose we 

distributethe family of disjoint setsappear times at  tofamiliesof disjoint sets each one appear

times,it is a contradiction, since there is no family of disjoint sets appear more than times. Suppose we distributea 

family of disjoint setsappear times tofamiliesof disjoint sets each one appear times,it is a contradiction, 

sincenumber of familiesof disjoint sets each one appear times more than not more than and there is no family of 

disjoint sets appear more than times. Therefore is minimum number of familiesof disjoint sets. 

 

 

VI. ADDITION OF COMMON SETS AND NON COMMON SETS  
 

In this section we suppose common sets and proper intersections  of these

sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection equal these sets partitioned into families of 

disjoint sets. Here we introduce some results of addition of common sets and non common sets, such that theproper 

intersections of these sets (standard of partition),  and additional sets remains unchanged. 

Proposition 6.1. Suppose we have common sets and intersections (all of 

these intersections are proper intersections of these sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection 

equal  if all sets (common sets and non common sets) partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets, if we add 

only one non common sets, without changingmaximum degree of intersection, and without addition of any proper 

intersection, such that the standard ofpartition ofthese setsremains only degree of oneproper 

intersection change, then these setspartitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. 

Proof: : Let these minimum families of disjoint setslabeled by sincestandard ofpartitionthese

setsremains and the additional noncommon sets appears once at oneproper intersection where

 if  thenafteraddition of the noncommon set welabelled by

where andadditional noncommon set belongs tofamily of disjoint sets and

since the additional noncommon set can belongs to one of the followingfamilies of 

disjoint sets Then these setspartitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. 

Proposition 6.2. Suppose we have common sets and intersections (all of 

these intersections are proper intersections of these sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection 

equal  if all sets (common sets and non common sets) partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets, if we 

remove only one non common sets, without changingmaximum degree of intersection, and without removal of any 

proper intersection, such that the standard ofpartition after removal of a non common set remains only 

degree of oneproper intersection changed, then after removal of a non common set these setspartitioned into

minimum families of disjoint sets. 
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Proof: : Let these minimum families of disjoint setslabeled by since after removal a non common 

setstandard ofpartitionremains suppose belongs tofamily of disjoint sets , the removal of one 

noncommon set changes only one proper intersection. Let this proper intersection denoted by 

where  
 if  thenafterremoval of the noncommon set weof disjoint sets

and thenafterremoval of the noncommon set  and if )()(1 ij XdXdw  where

  then the result holds.  Supposeafterremoval of the noncommon set a 

contradiction since before removal where holds for common sets, see remark .3.30. Then 

after removal of a non common set Therefore after removal of a non common set these 

setspartitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. 

Proposition 6.3. Suppose we have common sets and intersections (all of 

these intersections are proper intersections of these sets(standard of partition), with maximum degree of intersection 

equal  if all sets (common sets and non common sets) partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets, then 

addition of non common sets, without changingmaximum degree of intersection, and without addition of any proper 

intersection, such that the standard ofpartition ofthese setsremains only degree of someproper 

intersection change, then these setspartitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. 

Proof: : Let these minimum families of disjoint setslabeled by sincestandard ofpartitionthese

setsremains and any noncommon sets appear once at oneproper intersection then any 

additionalnoncommon sets appear at the intersection where  if 

 thenanyadditional noncommon setlabelled by one element of the set Case 

one: we add noncommon set appear at such that any two noncommonsets out of these noncommon sets have 

two differentlabels, where  we denote  after addition of setsby

from definition ofnoncommon set, any noncommon set related only to one proper intersection, we canlabeled by

since then these setspartitioned into families of disjoint sets. 

Second let and let such that for all we have where  which 

satisfiesforall  conditions in case one, we canlabeled by since

then these setspartitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. Therefore the result holds. 

Proposition 6.4. Suppose we have common sets and intersections all 

ofthese intersections are proper intersections of these sets(standard ofpartition),with maximum degree of intersection 

equal  and there is at least oneintersectiononly of common sets with degree of intersection equal  if there are 

non common sets,if these sets partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets, then after removal of these

non common sets, all sets (common sets and non common sets) partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. 

Proof: Step I: Here conditions of Proposition 6.2. satisfied, suppose we remove one non common set, usingProposition 

6.2, these  sets partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. 

Step II: Conditions of Proposition 6.2. satisfied, suppose we remove the second non common set, usingProposition 6.2, 

these  sets partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. Continue in this process till last step (Step ) 

Step : Conditions of Proposition 6.2. satisfied, suppose we remove the last non common set, usingProposition 6.2, 

these  sets partitioned into minimum families of disjoint sets. 
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VII. THE MAIN RESULT  
 

Remark 7.1 Let be common sets, and be all proper intersections of these 

sets,with maximum degree of intersection equal if we partition these sets into minimum families of 

disjoint sets if there are twofamilies of disjoint sets  such that  then will not 

bestandard of partition these will not bestandard of partitionthese sets into minimum 

families of disjoint sets.   

Proposition 7.2 Let be common sets, and be all proper intersections of these 

sets,with maximum degree of intersection equal if we partition all sets (common sets and non common sets) into

minimum families of disjoint sets  and is notstandard of partition these

sets into minimum families of disjoint sets. If is standardof partition (with maximum 

degree of intersection equal ) into minimum families of disjoint sets

where ,and then the sets 

partition into minimumfamiliesof disjoint sets. 

Proof: Since be standardof partition into 

minimum families of disjoint sets such that  
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is notstandard of partition these sets, therefore not holds for all where

, and  

Then the sets partition into minimumfamiliesof disjoint sets. 

 

Proposition 7.3 Let be common sets, and be all proper intersections of these 

sets,with maximum degree of intersection equal if we partition all sets (common sets and non common sets) into

minimum families of disjoint sets, then if and only if either be standard of partition for these 

setsinto minimum familiesof disjoint sets , and

such that or isstandard of partition for with 

maximum degree of intersection equal where ,
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and

 

Proof: First let we have two cases: (I) suppose  form standard of partition common sets 

into minimum familiesof disjoint sets, therefore 

such that  

where therefore the result holds.(II) suppose can not form standard of partition common 

sets into minimum familiesof disjoint sets, usingProposition 7.2. there exists 

isstandard of partition for with maximum degree of intersection equal where

,

and Therefore 

the result holds. 
Converselysuppose or form standard of partition common sets into minimum 

familiesof disjoint sets, and such that

 where  or  

and  

Therefore or satisfy method of construction minimum number of families of disjoint 

sets, using Proposition 5.6. therefore is minimum families of disjoint sets.  

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper aboutgeneral type of colouring, it is generalization of edge colouring, vertex colouring, facecolouring. The 

concept ofcommon set differentiate between  edge colouring and other types of colouring (vertex colouring and 

facescolouring). It explain edge colouring is special case of colouring. More detail in papers [18,19,20]. 
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